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Biological databases are manually curated knowledge bases which include
valuable information that is necessary to support various research tasks for the
biomedical domain. This information is usually obtained through careful reading of relevant publications and by manually including the curated data into the
database. Text mining can efficiently support biological data curation in many
of its steps, i.e., document triage and information extraction, by automatically
processing large document collections [1].
We propose a project for applying two existing text mining tools to support data curation for the SABIO-RK database (cf. Figure 1). SABIO-RK1 is
a curated database containing structured information about biochemical reactions and their corresponding kinetics. It describes participants and modifiers
of the reactions, as well as measured kinetic data embedded in their experimental and environmental context. Data in SABIO-RK are manually extracted
from published literature, curated by biological experts and enriched with additional information from other databases, biological ontologies, and controlled
vocabularies [2, 3].
Only scientific publications containing kinetic data such as Km, kcat or
Vmax values are included in SABIO-RK. Therefore a first effort in the proposed project would be to automate the method of document triage by mining
full text articles for relevant keywords like kinetic parameters. Up to now there
are no text mining solutions which support the SABIO-RK biocuration team in
finding and extracting the relevant information out of a publication since they
are scattered across the whole article. An implementation of tools highlighting and ideally interlinking relevant information within the publication would
support the curators in their daily work.
We will investigate the use of two recently developed tools: (1) Medicate (not
yet published), a search engine for navigating through publications from MEDLINE; and (2) TextAI[4], a machine learning-enriched extension of the TextAE
annotation tool2 . Medicate will provide support for document triage while Tex1 http://sabio.h-its.org/
2 http://textae.pubannotation.org/
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Figure 1: Curation of biochemical reaction data from the literature for the
SABIO-RK database.

tAI will allow manual annotation assisted by supervised learning methods based
on little training data. Integration between these two tools is currently under
development and will be based on the BioC XML format [5], the current stateof-the-art interoperability format in the biomedical natural language processing
community (BioNLP).
The tasks that we plan to perform during the hackathon includes the following: (a) evaluation of the curation needs for the SABIO-RK database; (b)
reproducibility of existing data, and (c) curation of new data. We believe that
participating in the hackathon will allow us to discuss our project and the technologies that we plan to use with the BioNLP community. Additionally, we
also plan to involve the participants in the discussion of standards for the BioC
elements, e.g., names for the annotations’ attributes (infons).
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